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Lucky's Bakery

Boulder is a famous city, a destination place for hikers, a college town, but most

importantly a place that many people and children call home. For me, Boulder is a place

that I call home, although I love Japango and the hiking trails, there is one place that I

genuinely feel spiritually connected to that has connected me with new friends and old

ones. It’s not some glamorous place in Pearl Street nor is it a famous destination place.

The name of this building is called Lucky’s Bakery.

Lucky’s Bakery is something that almost everyone knows about in Centennial in

Middle School. It’s a place where we all go to meet up with our friends on Wednesdays,

which is a late start day for the BVSD district. The number of warm memories I’ve made

there have been remarkable, and yes the treats are divine but the social aspect is what

really makes me cherish the moments there with my friends.

The entire experience is always sweet and a very movie-like scenario for a teen

movie. Imagine this, when you walk in you get overwhelmed by all the treats that are on

display along with a long yet short line of customers waiting for their turn. Then once it’s

your turn to pay you to pay for your treat and find a table for you and your friends to sit

in. You and your friends will talk and chatter and then eventually walk back down to

school.
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This is an average scenario for a meeting at Lucky’s Bakery.  Also along with the

fun aspect of it at the bakery, the fun continues outside of the bakery. The walk down is

where we can meet new kids along with enjoying time together before we head back to

school. Honestly, my experience at Lucky’s has been wonderful and I am always happy

to go with my friends.

Lucky’s Bakehouse & Creamery, a bakery and organic ice cream shop at 3990

Broadway operated by Ice Box Bakery co-founder Jen Bush, was scheduled for a grand

opening on Nov. 10. And that collective would grow further in a short time. Lucky’s has

plans to “aggressively” move forward on its organic farm, readying the land for

production in 2013. The bakery also set itself apart from the field because it’s Lucky’s

“take on a bakery,” Sharon said. The intention was to incorporate ingredients from local

farms and also natural and organic food companies.

The two people who created the bakery were Bo and Trish Sharon. Trish and Bo

were, in fact, two chefs. So they knew a lot about food. And a lot about where to get it.

They went to health food stores because they didn’t want pesticides and growth

hormones. They explored weekend farmer’s markets for really fresh produce & gourmet

stores because that’s where they found the world’s best flavors.

They were always looking for good, wholesome food for themselves and their

kids. Yet they still shopped at convenience stores for the traditional ingredients their

grandmothers used to make the foods they grew up with. But something wasn’t sitting

well.



Why did they have to shop at so many different places? Why did those places

seem welcoming to some people, but not all people? And why did the highest quality

food always come with the highest price tag? It didn’t feel right.

So Trish and Bo decided to do something about it. They didn’t care how everybody else

did it. They wanted to do it right. So they created an entirely different kind of store.

Lucky’s Market.

Later on, once the market started growing, they opened Lucky’s Bakehouse.

From cakes to simple cookies Lucky’s variety of their desserts is remarkable. From one

side you will see a cookie area and another bread area. They also have many

gluten-free options.

According to Jen, a pastry chef of over 20 years, and former small business

owner, one of the best ways to show people you care is by baking for them. She has a

passion for natural foods and being a part of the local community. Her favorite part of

working at Lucky’s is to be able to see her customers personally enjoy the unique

products that are being created in-house every day. When Jen met Bo Sharon, founder

of Lucky’s Market, they became fast friends with a shared vision of a natural community

bakery. In 2012, with the help of Jen’s baking soulmate Rachel Davis, Lucky’s

Bakehouse was born.

Along with their humble beginnings, the founders all had a lot of interesting

backgrounds.

On his journey from child actor to the chef to founder and CEO of a specialty

supermarket chain, Bo Sharon consistently defined entrepreneurship as the creation of

his ideas. “If you’re not excited by change, an entrepreneurial path is definitely not for



you,” Sharon said. “Not only do you need to embrace change, but you also need to be

the catalyst of it.” Flexibility is especially important in the food industry, where trends are

always changing, he added. “The beauty of food is that it’s ever-evolving,” Sharon said.

After graduating from culinary school in Los Angeles, Sharon and his wife, Trish, also a

chef, bought the first Lucky’s Market in Boulder in 2003, with a mission of “good food for

all,” and a plan to offer that quality food at a price that everybody could afford.

From the aspiring background of Lucky’s Market to the quaint

Lucky’s Bakehouse I am very excited for what will happen next in the bakehouse along

with the memories created at Lucky’s those memories is what I will cherish for the rest

of my life and I will definitely remember it at something special during middle school.

I’m honestly saying this not just because I have promoted

the bakery through my essay but I highly recommend going there and just taking it in

from a blue corn croissant to a gluten-free donut you can really have a wonderful time

either by yourself or with a group of friends and from any age you can create wonderful

memories there.


